inAccessMod: An R package to automate data downloading and processing for AccessMod
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Summary

inAccessMod is an R package that simplifies the process of downloading and preparing geospatial layers required for AccessMod, an official software from the World Health Organization (WHO) used to model physical accessibility to healthcare. The package makes it easy to prepare all necessary inputs by automating tasks such as data downloading, cropping, masking, projection, and resampling with easy-to-use functions. inAccessMod includes additional functions that help users modify inputs and perform complex analyses like merging sub-national travel scenarios. The package also facilitates handling of health facility data from The Health Resources and Services Availability Monitoring System (WHO/HeRAMS) (WHO, 2022), and performs specialized result assessments like ranking of health facilities based on their coverage.

Statement of need

AccessMod is a free and open-source geospatial tool for modeling physical accessibility of health services for a target population (Ray & Ebener, 2008). The software can help estimate the proportion of target populations who may not receive care due to long travel time or due to a lack of capacity in terms of staff or equipment. Additionally, AccessMod can measure the time and distance required for referring patients between different types of services, and identify strategic locations to place new health facilities for enhanced population coverage, as part of a scaling up analysis. AccessMod is extensively used worldwide, with many applications reported in peer-reviewed articles and other publications from governmental and intergovernmental organizations (e.g., Ochoa et al. (2023), Oliphant et al. (2022), Hierink et al. (2020), Joseph et al. (2020), Ouma et al. (2018), UNFPA (2020), USAID (2016), WHO (2015a), and WHO (2015b)).

To use AccessMod, users need several geospatial input layers related to population, elevation, land cover, roads, barriers, administrative boundaries, etc. These layers require downloading and processing by users before being used in AccessMod. However, the different GIS operations involved in pre-processing these input layers can be time-consuming and might cause issues with data consistency and quality.

inAccessMod provides a simple solution that enables users to download and preprocess geospatial input layers required for AccessMod quickly and easily. The package automates several data processing tasks, including downloading corresponding layers from popular sources like WorldPop, SRTM, Copernicus, OpenStreetMap, and geoBoundaries. Users can automatically crop, mask, project and resample the inputs by following straightforward parametrizations provided by the package. A clear directory structure is created with all datasets (Figure 1),...
facilitating their import into AccessMod. The package also enables users to handle health facility data from the WHO/HeRAMS system effectively.

Overall, inAccessMod simplifies the process of preparing geospatial input layers for AccessMod into a quicker, more reliable, and more user-friendly experience. Familiarity with GIS and geospatial data formats is recommended to use inAccessMod.

```r
# data
  - config.txt
  - log.txt
  - rDEM
  - rLandcover
  - rPopulation
  - vBorders
    - 20231129122737
      - processed
        - 20231129122812
          - vBorders.dbf
          - vBorders.prj
          - vBorders.shp
          - vBorders.shx
        - raw
          - CITATION-AND-USE-geoBoundaries.txt
          - geoBoundaries-CHE-ADM1-metaData.json
          - geoBoundaries-CHE-ADM1-metaData.txt
          - geoBoundaries-CHE-ADM1-PREVIEW.png
          - geoBoundaries-CHE-ADM1.dbf
          - geoBoundaries-CHE-ADM1.geojson
          - geoBoundaries-CHE-ADM1.prj
          - geoBoundaries-CHE-ADM1.shp
          - geoBoundaries-CHE-ADM1.shx
          - geoBoundaries-CHE-ADM1.topojson
          - vFacilities
          - vNaturalPolygons
          - vRoads
          - vWaterLines
```

Figure 1: Example of the directory structure with all datasets allowing for data from different time periods. There is a folder for each input data, and corresponding subfolders for raw and processed data.

Main functions

- **initiate_project**: Allows starting a new project by choosing the country and retrieving the official ISO alpha-3 code.
- **download_boundaries**: Downloads the required administrative boundaries from the geoBoundaries database.
- **set_projection**: Sets the projected coordinate reference system (CRS) for the project to ensure that all input layers have a consistent projection.
- **HeRAMS_filter_hf**: Filters the health facility data based on user criteria (only compatible with WHO/HeRAMS data).
- **HeRAMS_create_hf_shapefile**: Creates a shapefile of health facilities (only compatible with WHO/HeRAMS data).
- **download_dem**: Downloads the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) raster for the country/area of interest from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) dataset.
- **download_population**: Downloads the population count raster for the target country/area from the WorldPop project.
- **download_landcover**: Downloads the land cover raster for the country/area of interest from the Copernicus Land Monitoring Service.
- **download_osm**: Downloads road, river, lake, and other natural barriers shapefiles from the OpenStreetMap (OSM) platform
- **process_inputs**: Processes all the raw input data by cropping, masking, projecting, and resampling the geospatial layers with customizable user parameters.
- **multi_ts**: Handles different travel scenarios for different administrative units.
- **compile_processed_data**: Compiles all the processed data into one single folder, making it easier to import the input data into AccessMod.
- **hf_best_cov**: Selects the health facilities that provide the best population coverage based on their catchments and a population raster.

**Installation**

This package requires R version 4.1.3 or later. It also requires the following packages: crssuggest, data.table, dplyr, exactextractr, fasterize, fs, geodata, jsonlter, lubridate, osmextract, purrr, raster, RCurl, readxl, rgeoboundaries (version 0.0.0.9000 or later), rmkarkdown, sf, stringi, stringr, testthat, tibble, utils, and writexl. These dependencies should be installed automatically when dependencies = TRUE is set in the command used to install the package.

```r
if (!require("devtools")) install.packages("devtools")
devtools::install_github("unige-geohealth/inAccessMod", 
build_vignettes = TRUE, 
dependencies = TRUE)
```
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